
MECHANISM OF INTERNAL EXAMINATION

The Internal examination system is carried out in a systematic manner and is transparent. Theory

courses, Laboratory courses, Seminars and assignment are evaluated internally. After completion of

admission Examination cell guide all students regarding the evaluation system (both internal and

external). If found any changes in evaluation system on university portal, examination cell

communicated to the students.

Academic calendar is available on the website and also display on notice-boards of the departments.

Thus, students know about the dates of examinations well in advance and they can plan their study

accordingly. Students are made aware of various parameters of Internal Evaluation system. The

internal marks are based on the unit tests and Assignments for theory courses.

The answer scripts of internal examinations are shown to the students after evaluation. For the
Assignment, test, seminar, projects etc are given to students on the basis of university guidelines and

submit to the respective faculty member before the commencement of winter/summer exams. They

are evaluated by the respective faculty members and shown to students to bring out discrepancies, if

any, necessary corrections are made and marks are noted. The assignment scripts are returned to
students for further reference.

In laboratory courses, students' performance is noted by the teachers and day to day evaluation is

done in each laboratory session. After the evalluation, the marks are displayed in the notice boards for
verification. The performance of the students regarding the internal test marks and attendance are
noted and display on notice board.

MECHENISM TO DEAL WITH INTERNAL EXAMINATION GRIEVANCES

College examination cell in charge conduct meeting with all faculty member and mentor before eachsemester exam and guide to solve any type of grievances related to internal examination as perInternal Examinations, internal assignment and model examinations are conducted. The examinationsare conducted with utmost care given to transparency and fairness. The question papers for internalexaminations like model exam, class test etc. are prepared by the respective teachers and approvedby the head of the concerned departments.



Post internal examinations, students are given back their evaluated answer scripts. These answer

scripts are corrected by the teachers in the examination cell under the supervision of a controller / in-

charge. Students are permitted to assess their own performance and seek any clarifications to the

teacher. teachers do the needful, if there any changes in marks. Following the review of answer scripts,

the marks are entered in a register before forwarding them to the university.

For even semester practical examination internal and external examiner are appointed by university

exam cell and for odd semester practical exam internal examiner evaluate the examination with all

fairness and transparencies if any grievance is found it is immediately get solved by college

examination cell.

In the case of external examination, any grievance is addressed by the examination branch. The

student in need of help explains his/her grievance to the person in-charge who reviews the situation

and provides a solution. In case the university needs to be contacted, a standard fee is collected. Upon

receiving the fee, the college in-charge represents the issue to the university and pursues it till it is

solved. The university then re-evaluates the student's performance and communicates their decision.
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